We examine an emerging NLP application that supports creative writing by automatically suggesting continuing sentences in a story. The application tracks users' modifications to generated sentences, which can be used to quantify their "helpfulness" in advancing the story. We explore the task of predicting helpfulness based on automatically detected linguistic features of the suggestions. We illustrate this analysis on a set of user interactions with the application using an initial selection of features relevant to story generation.
Introduction
At the intersection between natural language generation, computational creativity, and humancomputer interaction research is the vision of tools that directly collaborate with people in authoring creative content. With recent work on automatically generating creative language (Ghazvininejad et al., 2017; Stock and Strapparava, 2005; Veale and Hao, 2007, e.g.) , this vision has started to come to fruition. One such application focuses on providing automated support to human authors for story writing. In particular, Roemmele and Gordon (2015) , Khalifa et al. (2017) , Manjavacas et al. (2017) , and Clark et al. (2018) have developed systems that automatically generate suggestions for new sentences to continue an ongoing story.
As with other interactive language generation tasks, there is no obvious approach to evaluating these systems. The number of acceptable continuations that can be generated for a given story is open-ended, so measures that strictly rely on similarity to a constrained set of gold standard sentences, e.g. BLEU score (Papineni et al., 2002) , are not ideal. Moreover, the focus of evaluation in interactive applications should be on users' judgments of the quality of the interaction. While it is straightforward to ask users to rate generated content (McIntyre and Lapata, 2009; Pérez y Pérez and Sharples, 2001; Swanson and Gordon, 2012) , self-reported ratings for global dimensions of quality (e.g. "on a scale of 1-5, how coherent is this sentence in this story?") do not necessarily provide insight into the specific characteristics that influenced these judgments, which users might not even be explicitly aware of. It is more useful to examine users' judgment on an implicit level: for example, by allowing them to adapt generated sequences. This is related to rewriting tasks in other domains like grammatical error correction (Sakaguchi et al., 2016) , where annotators edit sentences to improve their perceived quality. This enables the features of the modified sequence to be compared to those of the original.
In this work, we analyze a set of user interactions with the application Creative Help (Roemmele and Gordon, 2015) , where users make 'help' requests to automatically suggest new sentences in a story, which they can then freely modify. We take advantage of Creative Help's functionality that tracks authors' edits to generated sentences, resulting in an alignment between each original suggestion and its modified form. Previous work on this application compared different generation models according to the similarity between suggestions and corresponding modifications, based on the idea that more helpful suggestions will receive fewer edits. Here, we focus on quantifying suggestions according to a set of linguistic features shown by existing research to be relevant to story generation. We examine whether these features can be used to predict how much authors modify the suggestions. We propose that this type of analysis is useful for identifying the aspects of generated content authors implicitly find most helpful for writing. It can inform the evaluation of future creativity support systems in terms of how well they maximize features associated with helpfulness.
Application
The Creative Help interface consists simply of a text box where users can write a story. Authors are instructed that they can type \help\ at any point while writing in order to generate a suggestion for a new sentence in the story, and that they can freely modify this suggestion like any other text that already appears in the story. As soon as the suggested sentence appears to the author, the application starts tracking any edits the author makes to it. Once one minute has elapsed since the author last edited the sentence, the application logs the modified sentence alongside its original version. See Roemmele and Gordon (2015) for further details about this tracking and logging functionality. The result of authors' interactions with the application is a dataset aligning generated suggestions to their corresponding modifications along with the story context that precedes the help request.
The current generation model integrated into Creative Help is a Recurrent Neural Network Language Model (RNN LM) with Gated Recurrent Units (GRUs) that generates sentences through iterative random sampling of its probability distribution, as described in Roemmele and Gordon (2018) . The motivation for this baseline model is that by training it on a corpus of fiction stories, it produces sequences that are likely to appear in these stories, but the unpredictability associated with random sampling yields novel word combinations that may be appealing from the standpoint of creativity (Boden, 2004; Dartnall, 2013; Liapis et al., 2016) . The RNN LM was trained on a subset of the BookCorpus 1 (Kiros et al., 2015) , which contains freely available fiction books uploaded by authors to smashwords.com. The subset included 8032 books from a variety of genres, which were split into 155,400 chapters (a little over half a billion words). To prepare the dataset for training, the stories were tokenized into lowercased words. All punctuation was treated in the same way as words. A vocabulary of all words occurring at least 25 times in the text was established, which resulted in 64,986 unique words being included in the model. All other words were mapped to a generic <UNKNOWN> token that was restricted from being generated. Proper names were handled uniquely by replacing them with a token indicating their entity type and a unique numerical identifier for that entity (e.g. <PERSON1>). During generation, a list of all entities mentioned prior to the help request was maintained. When the model generated one of these abstract entity tokens, it was replaced with an entity of the corresponding type and numerical index in the story. If no such entity type was found in the story, an entity was randomly sampled from a list of entities found in the training data.
The RNN 2 was set up with a 300-dimension word embedding layer and two 500-dimension GRU layers. It was trained for one single iteration through all chapters, which were observed in batches of 125. The Adam algorithm (Kingma and Ba, 2015) was used for optimization. To generate a sentence when a help request was made, the model observed all text prior to the help request (the context) to compute a probability distribution for the next word. A word was sampled from this distribution, appended to the story, and this process was repeated to generate 35 words. All words after the first detected sentence boundary 3 were then filtered (in some cases, no sentence boundary was detected so all 35 words were included in the returned sentence). Finally, the suggestion was 'detokenized' using some heuristics for punctuation formatting, capitalization, and merging contractions before being presented to the author.
Experiment and Analyses
We recruited people via social media, email, and Amazon Mechanical Turk to interact with Creative Help 4 for at least fifteen minutes. Participants were asked to write a story of their choice. They were told the objective of the task was to experiment with asking for \help\ but they were not required to make a certain number of help requests. They could choose to edit, add to, or delete a suggestion just like any other text in their story, without any requirement to change the suggestion at all. Ultimately, 139 users participated in the task, resulting in suggestion-modification pairs for 940 help requests, which includes pairs where the suggestion and modification are equivalent because no edits were made.
Given this dataset of pairs, we first quantified
Initial Story: I knew it wasn't a good idea to put the alligator in the bathtub. The problem was that there was nowhere else waterproof in the house, and Dale was going to be home in twenty minutes.
Suggested: I needed to know, too, and I was glad I was feeling it. Modified: I needed to know how upset he would be if he found out about my adoption spree. Initial Story: My brother was a quiet boy. He liked to spend time by himself in his room and away from others. It wasn't such a bad thing, as it allowed him to focus on his more creative side. He would write books, draw comics, and write lyrics for songs that he would learn to play as he got older.
Suggested: He'd have to learn to get in touch with my father. Modified: He had an ok relationship with my parents, but mostly because they supported his separation. Table 1 : Examples of generated suggestions and corresponding modifications with their preceding context the degree to which authors edited the suggestions. In particular, we calculated the similarity between each suggestion and corresponding modification in terms of Levenshtein edit distance: 1 − dist(sug,mod) max(|sug|,|mod|) , where higher values indicate more similarity. The mean similarity score for this dataset was 0.695 (SD=0.346), indicating that authors most often chose to retain large parts of the suggestions instead of fully rewriting them. We investigated whether these similarity scores could be predicted by the linguistic features of the suggestions. Features that significantly correlate with Levenshtein similarity can be interpreted as being 'helpful' in influencing authors to make use of the original suggestion in their story. It is certainly possible to use other similarity metrics to quantify helpfulness, such as similarity in terms of word embeddings. These measures may model similarity below the surface text of the suggestion, in which the modification may use different words to alternatively express the same story event or idea.
With this approach, given a metric for any feature, the helpfulness of that feature can be quantified. Here, we selected some features used in previous work on story generation and evaluating writing quality. In particular, we included some features used in systems applied to the Story Cloze Test (Mostafazadeh et al., 2016) , which involves selecting the most likely ending for a given story from a provided set of candidates. Roemmele et al. (2017a) also explored some of these metrics to compare different models for sentence-based story continuation in an offline framework. Our metrics consist of those that analyze the individual features of a sentence by itself (story-independent, Metrics 1-7 below), and those that analyze the sentence with reference to the story context that precedes the suggestion (story-dependent, Metrics 8-14 below). For the story-dependent metrics, we only considered suggestions that did not appear as the first sentence in the story (910 suggestions).
Sentence Length: The length of a candidate ending in the Story Cloze Test was found to predict its correctness (Bugert et al., 2017; Schwartz et al., 2017) . We measured the length of suggestion in terms of its number of words (Metric 1).
Grammaticality: Grammaticality is an obvious feature of high-quality writing. We used Language Tool 5 (Miłkowski, 2010), a rule-based system that detects various grammatical errors. This system computed an overall grammaticality score for each sentence, equal to the proportion of total words in the sentence deemed to be grammatically correct (Metric 2).
Lexical Frequency: Writing quality has been found to correlate with the use of unique words (Burstein and Wolska, 2003; Crossley et al., 2011) . We computed the average frequency of the words in each suggestion according to their GoodTuring smoothed counts in the Reddit Comment Corpus 6 (Metric 3).
Syntactic Complexity: Writing quality is also associated with greater syntactic complexity (McNamara et al., 2010; Pitler and Nenkova, 2008) . We examined this feature in terms of the number and length of syntactic phrases in the generated sentences. Phrase length was approximated by the number of children under each head verb/noun as given by the dependency parse. We counted the total number of noun phrases (Metric 4) and words per noun phrase (Metric 5), and likewise the number of verb phrases (Metric 6) and words per verb phrase (Metric 7). These metrics were all normalized by sentence length.
Lexical Cohesion: Correct endings in the Story Cloze Test tend to have higher lexical similarity to their contexts according to statistical measures of similarity (Mihaylov and Frank, 2017; Mostafazadeh et al., 2016; Flor and Somasundaran, 2017) . We analyzed lexical cohesion be-tween the context and suggestion in terms of their Jaccard similarity (proportion of overlapping words; Metric 8), GloVe word embeddings 7 trained on the Common Crawl corpus (Metric 9), and sentence (skip-thought) vectors 8 (Kiros et al., 2015) trained on the BookCorpus (Metric 10). For the latter two, the score was the cosine similarity between the means of the context and suggestion vectors, respectively.
Style Consistency: Automated measures of writing style have been used to predict the success of fiction novels (Ganjigunte Ashok et al., 2013) . Moreover, Schwartz et al. (2017) found that simple n-gram style features could distinguish between correct and incorrect endings in the Story Cloze Test. We examined the similarity in style between the context and suggestion in terms of their distributions of coarse-grained partof-speech tags, using the same approach as Ireland and Pennebaker (2010) . The similarity between the context c and suggestion s for each POS category was quantified as 1 − |posc−poss| posc+poss , where pos is the proportion of words with that tag. We averaged the scores across all POS categories (Metric 11). We also looked at style in terms of the Jaccard similarity between the POS trigrams in the context and suggestion (Metric 12).
Sentiment Similarity: The relation between the sentiment of a story and a candidate ending in the Story Cloze Test can be used to predict its correctness (Flor and Somasundaran, 2017; Goel and Singh, 2017; Bugert et al., 2017) . We applied sentiment analysis to the context and suggestion using the tool 9 described in Staiano and Guerini (2014) , which provides a valence score for 11 emotions. For each emotion, we computed the inverse distance 1 (1+|ec−es|) between the context and suggestion scores e c and e s , respectively. We averaged these values across all emotions to get one overall sentiment similarity score (Metric 13).
Entity Coreference: Events in stories are linked by common entities (e.g. characters, locations, and objects), so coreference between entity mentions is particularly important for establishing the coherence of a story (Elsner, 2012) . We calculated the proportion of entities in each suggestion that coreferred to an entity in the corresponding context 10 (Metric 14). Table 2 shows the Spearman correlation coefficient (ρ) between the suggestion scores for each metric and their Levenshtein similarity to the resulting modifications. This coefficient indicates the degree to which the corresponding feature predicted authors' modifications, where higher coefficients mean that authors applied fewer edits. Statistically significant correlations (p < 0.005) are highlighted in gray, indicating that suggestions with higher scores on these metrics were particularly helpful to authors. Suggestion length did not have a significant impact, but grammaticality emerged as a helpful feature. The frequency scores of the words in the suggestions did not significantly influence their helpfulness. In terms of syntactic complexity, suggestions with more noun phrases were edited less often, but verb complexity was not influential. For lexical cohesion, the number of overlapping words between the suggestion and its context (Jaccard similarity) was not predictive, but vector-based similarity was an indicator of helpfulness. Similarity in terms of sentence (skip-thought) vectors was the most helpful feature overall, which suggests these representations are indeed useful for modeling coherence between neighboring sentences in a story. Analogously, Roemmele et al. (2017b) and Srinivasan et al. (2018) found that these representations were very effective for encoding story sentences in the Story Cloze Test in order to predict correct endings. Neither metric for style similarity predicted authors' edits, but sentiment similarity between the suggestion and context was significantly helpful. Finally, suggestions that more frequently coreferred to entities introduced in the context were more helpful.
These results describe this particular sample of Creative Help interactions for a selected set of features relevant to story generation, but this analysis can be scaled to determine the influence of any feature in an automated writing support framework where authors can adapt generated content. The objective of this approach is to leverage data from user interactions with the system to establish an automated feedback loop for evaluation, by which features that emerge as helpful can be promoted in future systems. 
